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Abstract

The introduction of multiparameter high energy electron momentum spectroscopy (EMS) spectrometers, with high energy
and momentum resolution and coincidence count rates, has made it possible to obtain detailed information on the electronic
structure of condensed matter and surfaces. In particular it gives direct information on the spectral-momentum density of the
material under study, which may be a single crystal, polycrystalline, or amorphous. The first such spectrometer, the Flinders
University spectrometer, uses asymmetric kinematics in the measurement of the energies and momenta of the two outgoing
electrons in the (e,2e) collision. The new ANU spectrometer uses symmetric kinematics and much higher energies. It is
therefore less affected by deleterious multiple-scattering events. On the other hand the Flinders spectrometer is surface
sensitive, whereas the ANU spectrometer is more bulk sensitive. Some aspects of EMS measurements of condensed-matter
specimens and the performance of the two spectrometers are discussed.  2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction momentum density of the target specimen. The
energy

The energy-momentum densities of electrons in
e 5 E 2 E 2 E , (1)i 0 s fatoms, molecules and solids can be directly mea-

sured using kinematically complete ionisation re- and momentum
actions initiated by electron beam, i.e. (e,2e) colli-

p 5 k 2 k 2 k , (2)0 s fsions (Weigold and McCarthy [1]). At high enough
energies and momentum transfer the (e,2e) differen- correspond to the binding energy e and momentumi
tial cross section, as a function of the difference q 5 2 p of the struck electron. The subscripts 0, s,
between initial and total final electron momenta and and f label the energies E and momenta k of the
energies, is proportional to the electron energy- incident, and slow and fast outgoing electrons,

respectively. The momentum transferred by the fast
(often called the ‘scattered’) electron
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electron (the binary-encounter approximation). The aged [1,2]. The latter is well approximated by
kinematic variables that are measured for electron calculating the spectral function at the target state
momentum spectroscopy (EMS) are normally re- equilibrium nuclear positions [4]. A crystal may be
stricted to be near the Bethe ridge where considered as a large molecule that cannot rotate,

vibrational excitations (phonons) are again not re-K 5 k . (4)s solved.
The geometry that ensures K and E are maximised The structure amplitude kqiu0l in Eq. (8) is as

for any E is the symmetric geometry, in which one-electron function as it involves integration over0

E 5 E and u 5u 5u, with the most frequently the coordinates of the (N 2 1) electrons common tos f s f

used arrangement being non-coplanar symmetric the initial and final states. In atomic and molecular
kinematics in which u is fixed near 458 and the physics this function is called the quasiparticle or
relative azimuthal angle Dyson orbital f (q,e )a i

f 5 f 2 f 1 p (5) a 1 / 2f s kqiu0l 5 S f (q,e ) , (9)s di a i

is varied to vary the recoil momentum p (Eq. (2)) awhere S is the spectroscopic factor or pole strengthi(McCarthy and Weigold [2]) The (e,2e) differential
giving the probability that the ion state i consists ofcross section for ionisation is [3]
the target state u0l with a hole in the orbital f .a

5 k kd s The form of the electron–electron collision factorf s4 2]]]] ]]5 (2p) O kk k IuT uGk l . (6)u uf s 0k f is obtained from the Ford [5] half-on-shelldV dV dE av0 eef s f

Coulomb T-matrix element (to allow for the finite
G and I are, respectively, the initial N-electron target binding energy):
and residual N 2 1 electron ‘ion’ states and oav

1 2ph 1 1denotes a sum for final states and average for initial
]]]]] ]]] ]]]f 5 1ee 2 2 2ph 4 4Fstates that are not resolved in the experiment and can (2p ) e 2 1 uk 2 k u uk 2 k u0 f 0 s

be considered as degenerates. The operator T gov- 2uk 2 k u1 1 0 serns the transition from the entrance channel to exit ]]]]]] ]]]2 cos h ln ,S DG2 2 2uk 2 k u uk 2 k u uk 2 k uchannel. In the binary-encounter approximation T 0 f 0 s 0 f

depends on the coordinates of only the projectile and h 5 1/ uk 2 k u . (10)f sejected electrons. The structure amplitude in Eq. (6)
This expression reduces to the Born Approximationthen factorises in the impulse approximation, and the
if the Coulomb parameter h is negligible. Thedifferential cross section is given as the product of an

24dependence of the cross section on K can be seenelectron–electron collision factor f and a structureee

as arising from the electron–electron collision factor,factor
and so large K corresponds to small cross sections.5 k kd s f s4 In non-coplanar kinematics, all the terms in Eq. (10)]]]] ]]5 (2p) f O A(q,e) , (7)eekdV dV dE av0f s f are constant except for very small variations in h,
which are generally negligible. Thus, the (e,2e) crosswhere the energy-momentum spectral function is
section (Eq. (7)) as a function of recoil momentum qgiven as the imaginary part of the one-particle
and binding energy e is directly proportional to theGreen’s function
spectral density A(q,e). This contains much more

12 information than just the band position in energy, ie.]A(q,e) 5ukqiu0lu d(e 2 e ) 5 Im G(q,e) . (8)i p dispersion. The magnitude of A(q,e) is the probabili-
Here the notation 0 and i are used for the initial and ty of the electron (or more generally the quasi-
final electronic states. In the Born–Oppenheimer particle) having momentum q and energy e. The
approximation the vibrational and rotational degrees width of the main quasi-particle peak in A(q,e) gives
of freedom have been separated out, so that for a the quasi-particle lifetime at momentum q. Due to
molecular target o denotes that the spectral func- electron correlations additional structures or satellitesav

tion is spherically averaged and vibrationally aver- may be contained in A(q,e). All this can be measured
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by EMS, but the performance of the technique varied. The ANU spectrometer employs symmetric
kinematics with u 5u 5 44.38, f and f beingdepends on the precision with which the experimen- f s f s

¯ ¯tal results are obtained. varied, and E 5 50 keV 1 e, E 5 E 5 25 keV, with0 f s

Important parameters to be considered in any EMS K | 43 au. The two arrangements are shown in Fig.
measurement are incident energy E , momentum 1. It should be noted that u 1u , which is chosen to0 f s

transfer K, coincidence count rate and the corre- ensure that for f 2 f 5 p the geometry corre-f s

sponding signal to background ratios, energy and sponds to that of a collision of the incident electron
momentum resolution, and elastic and inelastic colli- with a free electron at rest (q 5 0, e 5 0), is in both
sions by the incident and emitted electrons (known cases slightly less than 908 due to relativistic effects.
as multiple scattering effects). Through the use of two-dimensional position

The energy resolution in (e,2e) measurements on sensitive detectors placed at the exit of the two
solids has improved from around 150 eV in the electrostatic electron analysers, data is simultaneous-
30-year-old 15 keV measurements of Amaldi et al. ly acquired over a range of f , f and E , E [7,9].f s f s

[6] to around 0.9 eV in the 20 keV multichannel In both cases under normal settings the measure-
spectrometer of the Flinders group [7,8] and around ments give a slice of the spectral momentum density
1.5 eV for the new ANU 50 keV multichannel through zero momentum (a G point) along the y
spectrometer [9]. Similarly the momentum resolution direction. In the Flinders apparatus non-zero values
has improved from around 1 au in the 9 keV of q and q can be chosen by rotating the slowx z

measurements of Camilloni et al. [10], to around 0.1 electron (torroidal) analyser about u 5 75.68, where-s

au in the higher energy Flinders and ANU spec- as in the ANU apparatus u and u can be varieds f

trometers. At the same time the coincidence count independently by up to 618 from 44.38 by means of
rate has improved by several orders of magnitude. a set of double deflector plates along each outgoing
The 25 keV measurements on graphite of Gao et al. trajectory. If both angles are set at 44.38 1 d one can
in 1988 [11] with an energy resolution DE 5 8.6eV measure the energy momentum density in the y-
(fwhm) and momentum resolution of around 0.3 au direction with a constant momentum component
had a maximum coincidence count rate of 1 per along the z-direction. If the voltages to the deflectors
minute. This compares with the results of Vos et al. are applied asymmetrically, so that one detector
[12] on a similar sample of graphite which had measures electrons scattered over 44.38 1 d and the
coincidence count rates of around 50 per minute with
an energy resolution of 1 eV and momentum res-
olution of around 0.1 au. These advances have been
made possible by multichannel detection methods,
which are employed by the Flinders and ANU
spectrometers. These spectrometers are somewhat
complementary and their main features and perform-
ances will be compared in the following sections.

2. Kinematics

Both the Flinders and ANU spectrometers employ
non-coplanar kinematics, that is for each polar angle
setting at or near the Bethe ridge, the emitted
electrons are detected over a range of azimuthal
angles out of the scattering plane. In the Flinders
spectrometer the arrangement is asymmetric with Fig. 1. The non-coplanar kinematics of (a) the Flinders [7] and (b)¯u 5 148 and u 5 75.68, E 5 20keV 1 e, E 5 18.8 ANU [9] EMS spectrometers. The incident direction is the z-f s 0 f

¯keV and E 5 1.2 keV, K | 9 au, and f and f being direction and the x-direction defines the mean scattering plane.s f s
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other 44.38 2 d, one measures the y-component of change e but does change the observed momentum
the energy-momentum density with a constant com- by
ponent in the x-direction (ie. in the mean horizontal

Dq 5 q 2 q 5 Dk 2 Dk 2 Dk , (11)scattering plane). This is important for anisotropic obs 0 f s

samples such as single crystals.
with Dk the change of momentum of the incoming
and outgoing electrons due to elastic scattering.

3. Multiple scattering effects Since q is always directed along the y-axis, it isobs

clear from Eq. (11) that electrons with q directed
High incident energies and outgoing energies are away from the y-axis can contribute to the measured

required for solid targets for a number of reasons. events. Thus, target electron with different momenta
Firstly they ensure that the momentum transfer is (and corresponding binding energy) contribute to the
large and that the plane wave approximation (Eq. intensity at q [16]. At high energies the elasticobs

(7)) is valid. In addition, and most importantly, they scattering can be well described by the Born approxi-
increase the elastic and inelastic mean-free paths of mation, and the total elastic mean-free path is

21the electrons and thus minimise the deterioration of Ns (E) where N is the number of atoms per units de

the data due to multiple scattering events, which are volume in the solid and s is the total atomic elastice

present even with the use of extremely thin self- cross section. The momentum change Dq can be
supporting targets [13–16]. estimated from the differential elastic cross section.

The degree of multiple scattering is governed by These multiple scattering events are still co-
the ratio t /l(E ), where t is the path length in the incident in time, and are part of the coincidencej j j

sample for electron j 5 0, s, f and l is its mean free count rate. However, they obscure the system’s
path. t is related to the thickness T of the foil sample spectral momentum density and are thus detrimentalj

and the angle Q the electron j makes relative to to the measurement.j

sample perpendicular [16]. There is both an elastic In the Flinders asymmetric spectrometer the domi-
and inelastic mean free paths to consider. nant contribution to multiple scattering effects are

Inelastic scattering of a high energy electron in a due to the slow 1.2 keV electron. This essentially
solid is dominated by plasmon excitation of energy limits the effective target thickness to 2–3 nm at the
V . This involves energy loss by the electron and exit surface of the foil [8,17]. Events taking placep

hence the observed binding energy e is shifted to deeper within the target would result in the emittedobs

larger values by the amount V . If the electron slow electron exciting several plasmons shifting thep

suffers two inelastic collisions or two of the electrons coincidence event to much higher binding energies.
suffer an inelastic collision the energy shift will be By the same token elastic scattering is more severe
2V . Since the plasmon energy spread can be quite for the deeper events.p

broad and more than one type of plasmon can The surface sensitivity of the Flinders spectrome-
contribute, this leads to a tail to the measured ter can be further enhanced by ensuring that the slow
intensity reflecting that density shifted in energy and electrons emerge at a large angle Q relative to thes

broadened by the widths of the plasmons. The sample normal, increasing the path length t for ans
iinelastic mean-free path l (E ) depends on the (e,2e) event taking place at a given distance from thej j

plasmon energy (i.e. density of target electrons) and exit surface. Canney et al. [18] used this feature to
is at these energies approximately proportional to E . investigate the spectral density function of an alu-j

iTypically for 10 keV electrons l is of the order of minium surface undergoing oxidation, and Vos et al.
10 nm. The decrease of the inelastic scattering cross [19] to demonstrate adsorbate wave function map-
section and increase of the mean-free path with ping by EMS.

24increasing energy is graphically shown in Fig. 7 of Although the (e,2e) cross section goes as K , the
Section 6, where the relative performance of the two ‘true’ signal from the high-energy non-coplanar
spectrometers is discussed. symmetric ANU spectrometer (K | 43 au) is very

Elastic scattering on the other hand does not similar to that obtained with the Flinders spectrome-
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ter (K | 9 au) in part due to the very significant
increase in escape depth of 25 keV electrons com-
pared to 1.2 keV electrons. Most importantly multiple
scattering effects are much reduced in the high-
energy spectrometer.

Multiple scattering contributions to the data can be
treated in two ways. The data can be deconvoluted
using an algorithm such as that developed by Jones
and Ritter [13]. This works best for the inelastic
contributions. Alternatively one can add calculated
multiple scattering contributions to a calculated
spectral momentum density function, using for in-
stance the Monte-Carlo method of Vos and Bothema
[16], and compare this with the raw data.

Fig. 2. Plan of the target preparation facilities consisting of UHV
preparation chamber (a), (reactive) ion etching chamber (b), ion

4. Target preparation etching gun (c), laser (d), photon detector (e), transfer arms (f),
Auger system for surface analysis (g), sample manipulator and
annealing facility (h), load lock and optical microscope forFor transmission EMS measurements the require-
viewing sample (i), evaporator (j), transmission diffractometerments for target sample preparation are quite severe.
(k), and vacuum tank for main spectrometer (l).

The target should be a very thin (10–20 nm)
freestanding membrane with a diameter of the order
of 0.3 mm. The composition needs to be well known an annealing stage and an Auger system for charac-
and for experiments in the asymmetric geometry it terising the surface. Targets can also be prepared in
needs to have a clean exit surface. this chamber by evaporation onto one surface of a

Details of typical sample preparation are given by thin free-standing film (usually carbon). Argon ion
Fang et al. [20]. The preparation and characterisation sputtering can also take place in this chamber. Ultra
facilities are shown schematically in Fig. 2. Samples high vacuum (UHV) conditions are maintained in
are first thinned by cleaving and/or electrochemical the preparation chambers, the target samples being
and chemical etching to a preliminary stage. Alter- inserted using a load–lock system. Similarly, it is
natively films such as those of various forms of possible to transfer the sample rapidly from one
amorphous carbon can be simply prepared on a chamber to another under UHV conditions.
surface which dissolves in solution (e.g. surfactant or A transmission electron diffraction facility,
salt in water) and the floating films can then be lifted mounted on top of the EMS spectrometer can be
off the surface by a suitable mount. These samples used to further characterise the sample. The target is
can then be further thinned if desired by either mounted on a manipulator in the main spectrometer
reactive ion (plasma) etching or etching by the ion chamber. As well as movement in the x, y and z
beam facility, (b) and (c) in Fig. 2. A laser inter- directions, this manipulator allows rotation about the
ferometer (d) can be used for monitoring the thick- vertical ( y-axis) and the surface normal. The sample
ness during the ion etching. can be aligned along a crystal direction using the

The target preparation and characterisation facility diffraction set up, and then transferred to the mea-
consists of two vacuum chambers connected in series surement stage retaining this alignment. Thus,
with the main collision chamber. The chamber momentum densities can be determined along chosen
furthest from the collision chamber has a dual crystallographic directions.
function. It serves as a chamber where reactive etch With these facilities a range of high quality target
gases can be used and where the etch gas pressure can be produced. Samples already successfully fabri-
can be maintained in the Torr range. The inter- cated include graphite and silicon single crystals,

210mediate buffer chamber (low 10 Torr range) has free standing films of copper, aluminium oxide,
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silicon and silicon oxide. For the exit surface sensi- supply, need not be maintained to the same high
tive Flinders spectrometer, considerable number of degree of stability. By using another high-quality
amorphous or polycrystalline targets have been made supply to define E this leads to a stable determi-s

by evaporating sample material onto a thin amor- nation of e. The arrangement used by Storer et al. [7]
phous carbon substrate. Samples studied in this way is shown in Fig. 3.
include aluminium, fullerene, silicon, germanium The layout of the ANU spectrometer is shown
and copper. A 3 nm overlayer of the material is schematically as a horizontal cut through the ap-
generally sufficient to attenuate the signal from the paratus in Fig. 4. The target specimen is in a large
carbon backing by several orders of magnitude. In hemisphere which is kept at 125 kV with respect to
some cases such as copper, where ‘islands’ are ground. The electron gun cathode is kept at 2 25 kV
formed on evaporation onto the backing, the charac- plus an additional negative offset voltage to allow for
teristic carbon energy-momentum density traces un- finite binding energies. Thus, inside the floating
derlie the sample data. However, since the carbon target region the incident electrons have nominal
energy-momentum densities have been accurately energy E of 50 keV. Two narrow slits extending0

measured, they can be subtracted from the data. over 66.58 of azimuthal range are mounted vertical-
ly near the exit in the high voltage hemisphere at
u 5u 5 44.38. The two 25 keV emerging electronsf s

are decelerated on leaving the high voltage hemi-5. Energy and momentum resolution
sphere and analysed for energy and azimuthal angle
f after passing through a hemispherical analyser. AThe observed energy resolution in an EMS mea-

surement is determined by

2 2 2 1 / 2
DE 5 DE 1 DE 1 DE , (12)s de 0 f s

where it is assumed that all uncertainties in energy
have essentially a Gaussian shape and are indepen-
dent of each other. For thermionic emitters DE is0

determined by the thermal spread but space charge
effects can broaden the incident beam energy con-
siderably at high currents [1]. This can be overcome
by the use of a photo-electron source or more
conventionally by the use of a monochromator [1,8].
DE and DE are determined by the analyser res-f s

olution and the accuracy of the position decoding.
It is essential to ensure that the voltages determin-

ing the different electron energies are all stable over
the long term and free of ripples. Commercially
available power supplies generally have at best long-
term stabilities of about 50 ppm, which corresponds
to 1 V at 20 kV. It should be noted, however, that
new high voltage commercial supplies have become
available with stated stabilities of 2.5 ppm.
Asymmetric kinematics simplifies the problem con-
siderably because E | E and E is quite low. This0 f s

means a single high-quality power supply can be
used to define the difference in energy E 2 E ,0 f Fig. 3. The configuration of high voltage power supplies used by
although the absolute values of E and E , de- Storer et al. [7] to define incident and emitted electron beam0 f

termined essentially by a common high voltage energies.
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Fig. 4. Horizontal (x 2 z plane) cut through the ANU high-energy EMS spectrometer of Vos et al. [9]. The positive high-voltage area
enclosing the collision region is indicated by the thick line. The analysers and electron optics are indicated as dotted lines.

double pair of deflector plates placed in the hemi- divider. A small correction voltage is then applied at
sphere between the target and exit slits can be used the base of one of the main supplies. After applying

2 1to change the azimuthal angles u by up to 618 [9]. the feedback V 1V is constant within 100main main

The high-voltage layout for this spectrometer is mV. Further, all of the electronics floating at 625
similar to that used by Ritter [21] and is shown keV is battery powered to eliminate AC ripple, which
schematically in Fig. 5. One advantage of this system can arise from the use of isolation transformers. The
is that the analysers and detectors are close to ground batteries need recharging after about 6 days.
potential, facilitating coupling of the detector signals The momentum resolution of an EMS spectrome-
to the electronics, and allowing the use of separate ter is controlled largely by the angular resolution of
high quality, relatively low-voltage supplies for the the incident and emitted electron beams. For multi-
analysers. The arrangement also helps in meeting the parameter detectors, where a range of emitted ener-
power supply stability requirements. For the main gies is detected simultaneously, the contribution of
625 keV high voltage supplies it is only necessary to the energy spread to the momentum spread may be

2 1ensure that V 5 2V , since except for small significant. Thus, a 20 eV range in energy corre-main main

offset voltages, which can be accurately maintained sponds to a range of momenta of 0.08 au for a 1.2
2 1and determined, E 5 2V 1V and E 5 E 5 keV electron. For a 25 keV electron, an energy range0 main main f s

1V . Drifts and ripple may occur as long as they do of 100 eV also corresponds to a momentum range ofmain
2 1not affect the equality V 1V 5 0. The long around 0.08 au. However, since the energy of eachmain main

term drift compensation is achieved by measuring detected electron is recorded online in the multi-
the midpoint potential of an accurate and highly parameter data acquisition systems of Storer et al. [7]
stable temperature controlled divider chain that and Vos et al. [9], the momentum conservation Eq.
connects the output of both power supplies. The (2) can be accurately calculated for each event in the

2 1ripple in V 1V is measured by a capacitive software.main main
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Fig. 5. An overview of the ANU high-voltage configuration and its stabilisation system [9].

The angular divergence of the incident beam can of the hemispherical analysers in the ANU spec-
generally be kept very small. Similarly the spot size trometer. The left–right direction corresponds to
at the target can be kept to below 0.25 mm diameter. changes in energy and the top–bottom direction to
This spot size and the slit widths before the de- azimuthal angle. The elastic peaks are located on
celerating stage determine the angular divergence in circular segments which in the figure are separated
u of the emerging beams. The full width of polar by 7 eV for a mean pass energy through the analyser
angular spread is thus given by of 400 eV. Data such as these are used to calibrate

each detector. The centroid for the position of each
w 1 ws t peak of known energy and angle is used as input to a]]]Du 5 , (13)d fitting program [22], which can then be used to

where d is the distance from the target to slit and w determine the angle and energy of each detectedt

the beamsize at the target and w the slit width. For electron.s

the ANU spectrometer this leads to a full width in
outgoing momentum spread of around 0.1 au for
w 5 0.2 mm and w 5 0.1 mm. The full width half 6. Spectrometer comparisons t

maximum is much less than this, leading to very
small uncertainties in the x and z components of It is interesting to compare the performance of
momentum. both spectrometers with typical target specimens. By

Calibration of the angular and energy sensitivity of tuning the incident energy to the energy of the
each analyser is carried out using a set of apertures analysers one obtains single electron scattering spec-
of well defined diameter at known azimuthal angles tra for elastic and inelastic scattering. Fig. 7 shows
and taking elastic scattering measurements with a the results for the Flinders spectrometer using an
thin ( | 5 nm thick) amorphous carbon target foil, amorphous carbon sample 10 nm in thickness.
changing the energy by well defined steps. Fig. 6 Whereas inelastic processes are quite small at 18.8
shows a typical energy sweep for 25 keV electrons keV (and even smaller at 25 and 50 keV) relative to
across the channel plates and two-dimensional the elastically scattered peak, they are very large at
position-sensitive detector mounted at the exit of one 1.2 keV. In the 18.8 keV data the excitation of single
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Fig. 6. Position sensitive detector output for a calibration of one hemispherical analyser of the ANU spectrometer obtained by elastic
scattering of electrons through apertures of 0.1 mm diameter separated by known azimuthal angles. The incident energy of nominally 25 keV
was varied in 7 eV steps.

p and s plasmons, at energy losses of around 6 eV the ANU spectrometer result in much reduced mul-
and 23 eV, respectively, dominates the inelastic tiple-scattering and essentially no coincident back-
spectrum. Although the p plasmon peak is clearly ground at the core binding energy. This can be seen
visible at 1.2 keV, the inelastic spectrum is dominated in Fig. 8 which compares the core binding energy
by multiple plasmon creation. The short inelastic spectra obtained with both spectrometers.
mean-free path for 1.2 keV electrons is responsible Fig. 9 shows the spectral-momentum density
for the surface sensitivity of the Flinders spectrome- obtained from similar samples of highly-oriented
ter. pyrolitic graphite (HOPG) with the Flinders and

Clearly inelastically scattered electrons will lead to ANU spectrometers. Here q 5 q 5 0 and the in-x z

coincident detection of electrons with observed tensity is plotted in uniform grey scale as a function
binding energies significantly below the actual val- of q and e. The energies are relative to the vacuumy

ence band energies. Indeed the energy loss can be so level, the Fermi level is approximately 4 eV below
large as to lead to a coincidence background even at the vacuum level.
a binding energy corresponding to the core 1s band The difference between HOPG and single crystal
of carbon at e . 288 eV. This coincidence back- natural graphite is that the order perpendicular to the1s

ground with a carbon target was studied in detail by c-axis (i.e. in the graphite plane) is lost in HOPG.
Vos et al. [17] for the Flinders spectrometer. They The randomly oriented crystallites are of appreciable
found a continuous background due to multiple size, so essentially all atoms are still in a perfect
scattering events, which decreased with binding crystal environment. The sample was mounted to
energy but was still quite significant at the core align the c-axis with the z-direction, ie. the graphite
binding energy. The much higher energies used in planes were perpendicular to the incident direction.
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Fig. 8. Core binding energy spectra for similar amorphous carbon
foils obtained with (a) the Flinders asymmetric spectrometer [8]
and (b) the high energy ANU spectrometer.

The p band has a node in the x 2 y plane, so the
density of p electrons should be zero in the q 5 0z

plane. Indeed the observed p-electron density is very
small in Fig. 9, some small p intensity being
expected due to the finite momentum resolution and
elastic scattering.

The dominant feature is the dispersive s band.Fig. 7. Electron energy loss spectra from a 10 nm thick amor-
The lack of sharp features near the top of the band isphous carbon foil for (a) 18.8 keV electrons scattered by u 5 148f

and (b) 1.2 keV electrons scattered by u 5 75.68 [8]. due to averaging out over G 2 M, G 2 K and inter-s
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Fig. 9. The spectral-momentum density of the valence bands of highly-oriented pyrolite graphite (HOPG) for q 5 q 5 0. Left panel is thex z

Flinders data [24] and right panel is ANU data.

mediate directions in the graphite plane. The width
of the band, particularly near the bottom, i.e. G point,
is significantly large than the experimental energy
resolution. This width is due to electron correlation
effects and the resulting short quasiparticle lifetime.
A significant fraction of the observed intensity below
the s band is due to electron correlations, i.e.
satellite structure. Multiple-scattering effects due to
plasmon excitation and elastic scattering are present.
They are significantly smaller in the higher energy
data (right panel) than in the earlier measurements
with the asymmetric spectrometer [23,24].

The significance of multiple scattering can be
more clearly displayed by taking cuts in Fig. 9 along
either the momentum or energy axes. Fig. 10 plots
the observed binding energy spectra at q 5 0
( 2 0.1 # q # 0.1) for the two different spectrome-y

ters, normalised to the same peak maximum for the
s band. Although some of the structures above the
s-peak at 25 eV below the vacuum level is real
structure and due to many-body effects, contributions
due to plasmon excitation can clearly be seen. They

Fig. 10. Energy spectra near zero momentum from Fig. 9 forare particularly strong for the measurements using
similar specimens of HOPG with the ANU high energy spec-

the asymmetric spectrometer. trometer (solid diamonds) and the asymmetric Flinders spectrome-
As discussed earlier, elastic scattering contribu- ter (open circles). The data have been normalised to the same s

tions to multiple-scattering effects can provide a peak intensity.
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smeared out background to the ‘real’ spectral
momentum density. Collision (e,2e) events at (e,q)
off the q -axis can be projected to a point q on thaty y

axis by elastic scattering with o Dk 5 q 2 q (Eq.j j y

11). The most obvious effect on the data is to fill in
the region between the dispersing arms of the s

band. This can be seen in Fig. 10 as extra intensity at
binding energies smaller than those corresponding to
the s peak. Some of this extra intensity arises from
electrons in the p band.

Elastic scattering contributions can also be seen in
Fig. 11, which shows a cut in the intensity dis-
tribution at a constant binding energy of 13 eV as a
function of p . The extra intensity between the two sy

band peaks and beyond them is due to elastic
scattering contributions to multiple scattering. Again
these effects are significantly reduced by using
higher energies.

Fig. 12. Timing spectra, corrected for transit times in theThe coincidence timing spectra obtained for the
analysers, for similar HOPG samples (Fig. 9) obtained with thetwo measurements displayed in Fig. 9 are shown in
two spectrometers.

Fig. 12. The spectra have been corrected for varia-
tions in transit time through the analysers. The new

ANU high energy spectrometer has almost no ran-
dom background underlying the coincident peak.

The valence band (energy integrated) momentum
densities obtained with the two spectrometers for
similar annealed polycrystalline carbon specimens is
compared with LMTO calculated densities [25] in
Fig. 13. The Flinders data [25] (open circles) show
enhanced high-momentum components due to multi-
ple scattering. With the ANU high-energy spectrome-
ter the effects of multiple scattering are much
reduced.

Finally it is interesting to look at the observed
count rates for targets of different thickness with
both spectrometers. At Flinders the coincidence
count rate is strongly dependent on target thickness.
It is maximum for the thinnest target measured

˚( ¯ 50 A about 6 Hz at 50 nA beam current) and
decreases strongly with thickness to about 0.2 Hz at

˚200 A. Without multiple scattering the coincidence
rate would increase linearly with thickness. The
strong decrease is thus another indication of the

Fig. 11. Momentum density near e 5 13 eV for the HOPG
importance of multiple scattering. At the ANU thespecimens (Fig. 9) obtained with the ANU spectrometer (solid
count rate is constant within a factor of two over thisdiamonds) and Flinders spectrometer (open circles). Normalisation

as in Fig. 10. thickness range (1 Hz at 1.5 mA beam current),
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Fig. 13. The valence momentum density (energy integrated to the bottom of the s band) for similar annealed polycrystalline carbon samples
˚ ˚obtained with the ANU spectrometer (solid diamonds) with a 35 A thick sample and the Flinders spectrometer (open circles) with a 60 A

thick sample [25]. The solid curve is the momentum density given by a LMTO calculation [25].

indicating that the increase in thickness is largely studying samples which can be evaporated on the
compensated by an increase in multiple scattering. exit side of a very thin carbon foil. Work along these

lines is continuing at Flinders [26,27]. The new
high-energy symmetric spectrometer at ANU on the
other hand is more bulk sensitive and has the

7. Summary advantage of having much reduced multiple scatter-
ing effects. This is particularly important in de-

The two multiparameter non-coplanar transmission termining structure due to electron correlation ef-
spectrometers at Flinders University and ANU are fects.
able to obtain data with good momentum and energy
resolution on details of the electronic structure of
occupied bands in crystalline, polycrystalline and References
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